American Foundation for Suicide Prevention’s 15th Annual

International Survivors of Suicide Day

Hosted by the Edmond Suicide Prevention Task Force

Saturday, November 23, 2013

Thousands of survivors of suicide loss gather together around the world on this day for mutual support & practical guidance on coping with grief.

“I now know firsthand that we deserve the love and support from others like us, yes, just like us. You are not alone my friend.”

Margaret
Survivor from Edmond, OK

If you have lost someone to suicide, please join us.

International Survivors of Suicide Day

University of Central Oklahoma

Pegasus Theater, Liberal Arts Building

Saturday, November 23, 2013

12:00pm – 2:00pm

Doors open at 11:00am

The Liberal Arts Building is on the east side of the UCO campus.
From 2nd Street go north on Baumann Ave to the Liberal Arts Building on the left.
Parking is available at the lot off of Baumann Ave and Hurd St.